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Fade in.

ANNOUNCER

Last time on JourneyJay...

CATCH-UP SEQUENCE

- NEW JOURNEYJAY positioning his phone camera up on

Skeptical Rick:

TEAM MEMBER

Places people we don’t have much

time!

- DRUNK RICK complaining to the NERD, the nerd saying he’s

not Morty. Donald and Sora yanking the nerd away, him

yelling about not being sora, and tazing him.

- GANGSTA JOURNEYJAY throwing a fit at the trolley stop

after backwards hat made him forget.

- Stan Lee giving JOURNEYJAY3 a sub sandwhich, Doctor

Strange pulling him through portal:

DOCTOR:

I could use your help...

JOURNEYJAY3

Oh yaay!

- The dope ninjas making clean dope while JOURNEYJAY4 hordes

it and talks about them making it.

- The dogs from 004 barking while some conversation from 005

takes place.

END CATCH-UP SEQUENCE

ANNOUNCER

And now...

INSERT TITLE CARD

JOURNEYJAY

yaaaay!

TIME 1.00

SMASHCUT:



2.

1 INT. MASS SERVICES CENTER - SECONDS BEFORE REANIMATION 1

SPLITSCREEN: VERTICAL

Left: JourneyJay is prepared to capture Skeptical Rick on

his phone once they reanimate. It’s animated in the Rick and

Morty style.

Right:

Donald, the Nerd, and Goofy are still frozen, the Nerd

having just hit the ground. It’s animated in the Robot

Chicken style.

TEAM MEMBER

We go live in 5, 4, 3, 2, 1...

The scenes continue, as if they were never frozen:

- LEFT:

New JourneyJay walks back somewhat. Skeptical Rick waltzes

out of his end of the portal, back to the services center.

He’s carrying a pixie:

SKEPTICAL RICK

Hey look what I just got my

hands on.

(Portal Closes)

These devils almost never

come out into the open.

Yep, I’ll get a pretty

penny for this one.

PIXIE

Let me go! ... Ugf ...

you’ll pay for this

(Continues to struggle)

- RIGHT:

Off screen, we hear Drunk Rick yelling for Morty. He, along

with FANBOY RICK shoot Donald and Goofy into plasma goop

while rushing into frame:

DRUNK RICK

Morrttyyyy! I gotchu Morty, I

(burps then starts puking)

- BOTH - Skeptical Rick walks past New JourneyJays camera,

which follows to see all the ricks, the plasma goop, and the

Nerd. The pixie camera, which should be in frame, is

invisible again, so we can’t see it.

FANBOY RICK

I did all the shooting thank you

very much. Heeey, there he is, the

one and only JourneyJay!

(CONTINUED)
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The pixie camera follows Fanboy Rick over to New JourneyJay.

Skeptical Rick continues over to the NERD and wakes him up

with some smelling agent. You hear the Nerds

grumbling(Background):

FANBOY RICK

heh, wubba lubba dub dub am I

right?

NERD

huwha? Where am I?

NEW JOURNEYJAY

You think i’m the only one?

NERD

Mickey!

Both cameras pan to KING MICKEY, but they keep their current

focus in frame. Mickey is preoccupied with a boss heartless,

oblivious to the obliteration of donald and goofy. New

JourneyJay pans back quickly.

SKEPTICAL RICK

There can be only one am I right?

A giant portal opens and a full length trolley comes

smashing through, into the boss heartless. Mickey avoids it.

- LEFT:

The back end slides outwards into New JourneyJay’s frame,

rolling on its side and almost smashing through Skeptical

Rick and the Nerd. They jumped through the portal in the

knick of time. Drunk Rick is nowhere to be seen. The trolley

car stops short of mowing down Fanboy Rick:

FANBOY RICK

Shit!

He’s incredibly shaken, as is New JourneyJay:

FANBOY RICK

Now I know how Beth feels!

New JourneyJay is too shaken to hold the phone, it drop and

cracks on the ground. We see a Doctor Strange portal open

and Doctor Strange exiting the portal. He launches a shield

to protect himself from blasts we can’t pinpoint...its

suddenly a warzone. JourneyJay3 runs out of the portal and

guides the two shaken comrades into a split open part of the

trolley. It is clear that the heat is too hot to escape

through the portal. The camera is shot dead by some stray

rounds.

(CONTINUED)
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- RIGHT:

The pixie camera zooms in on Gangsta JourneyJay phasing

through the wreckage unscathed and with much

confidence...holding his magic wand. It tumbles to see

JourneyJay2, (The JourneyJay that had sex at the end of

002), clawing out of the wreck with a wand that’s dull in

color and bent over like string cheese:

JOURNEYJAY2

Why! Why did we have to converge,

now of all times!

As the camera goes back to Gangsta JourneyJay with the

quickness, he’s landing on the ground with his backwards hat

on in shock over what he’s done...we also start hearing

cries from other passengers:

DEEP VOICE

ha ha my nigga...

GANGSTA

JOURNEYJAY

oops...oopsies

He notices the Pixie on the camera, the camera is knocked

over on its side and shuts down.

Two new vertical frames open from their horizontal centers,

immediately. They are animated in The JourneyJay Show style.

- LEFT:

SCENE MUTE

JourneyJay3 is turning down pleas for help inside the cab.

He’s commandeered Ricks damaged laser gun and is carving an

opening to the side opposite they entered. Fanboy Rick can

barely stand and New JourneyJay is looking around as though

he just lost an arm.

FAVOR ON JOURNEYJAY3 HARD AT WORK

- RIGHT:

We can see the laser gun carving through the trolley car, it

takes a second for them to make an opening. A group of Ninja

Pixies has the pixie cameraman in a restraint. He’s

struggling as Gangsta JourneyJay approaches.

GANGSTA JOURNEYJAY

What are you doing pixie, why you

wobbling around on the ground like

that?!

(CONTINUED)
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One of the ninja pixies tosses the camera pixies phone at

Gangsta JourneyJay. It decks him in the face, which makes it

ding. That ding brings forth the head pixie as Gangsta

JourneyJay hits the ground. Upon impact with the ground,

Gangsta JourneyJay drops his wand, and all but ome ninja

pixie pounce to grab it.

GANGSTA JOURNEYJAY

Nigga my wand! I dropped it oh no,

where’d it go! Where is it!

HEAD PIXIE

This better be import-

(Notices situation)

Uh oh, first the "faries" with that

other JourneyJay and now this.

Ninja Pixies, we had a deal.

Gangsta JourneyJay keeps stumbling around like Velma Dinkly

without her glasses. The one remaining ninja pixie has

stuffed the camera pixie into a balloon. He raises his mask

just above his lips. The frame boundaries slide until just

the eyes are showing. It then shows the head pixies eyes,

and then the frame returns to normal. Both pixies glide from

opposite directions into the center of the frame.

NINJA PIXIE

We meet again rich one

HEAD PIXIE

You told us that we’d never have to

deal with your shenanigans if we

stayed out of your universe

cluster, yet here you are.

NINJA PIXIE

Times have changed, the multiverse

has conspired against us!

HEAD PIXIE:

...That’s nonsense. whatever you’re

doing here is nonsense. I see he

has a wand...are you trying to

destroy our universe or do you plan

on dusting your way out first.

The Ninja Pixie goes to speak:

HEAD PIXIE

I don’t want to hear it,

(Dings up a pixie security

team)

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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HEAD PIXIE (CONT’D)

leave us the wand and be on your

way, the ninja council has some

explaining to do...

NINJA PIXIE

Of course...

The Ninja Pixie lowers his mask and sends a signal to the

ninja pixie group to relenquish the wand. They do so very

reluctantly.

- BOTH FRAMES:

A very unfruitful effort JourneyJay3 snaps his fingers...and

the side melts away.

JOURNEYJAY3

Holy shit it worked!

Doctor Strange goes flying over the trolley cab which blows

into two. He slips into another one of his portals just as

he’s about to hit the ground. The side of the trolley cab

closest to right frame spins towards it, obliterating the

camera and all of the pixies.

END SPLITSCREEN

JourneyJay3, New JourneyJay, and Fanboy Rick see

JourneyJay2. The warzone has returned behind them and is

approaching:

NEW JOURNEYJAY

No way he’s got a wand!

SKEPTICAL RICK

Not the time we gotta move!

My portal gun is toast!

New JourneyJay pulls on the wand and the half of JourneyJay2

we saw coming forward earlier is actually detached from his

lower portion. New JourneyJay shreaks.

SUPER ON BLACK: Meanwhile...

2 INT. ROBOT CHICKEN UNIVERSE - DAY 2

Skeptical Rick and the Nerd come flying through the portal.

The portal closes erratically.

NERD

(Crying)

Noooo! He was like a father to me!

(CONTINUED)
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SKEPTICAL RICK

Oh get over it you little mutated

excuse for a Morty we almost died

in there!

SETH GREEN 2:

Is that so?!

NERD

Oh master i’m so sorry but I have

failed you! Don’t feed me to the

sharks!

(Winks and smiles)

SKEPTICAL RICK

You have a master now? You’re the

lowest Morty i’ve ever met!

NERD

I, am not...MORTY!!!

SETH GREEN 2:

Wha you’re not?! Well you sure as

hell had me fooled! What about your

classified add on backpage.com the

one you...you know, sent

out...for...people, such as myself.

FLASHBACK:

3 INT. NERDS ROOM - DAY 3

Nerd typing on computer:

NERD

Let’s see here. I can be anything

for you baby, tall, dark,

handsome...for the right price i’ll

take over the universe for you

-hehehehe yeah that’s good, real

good.-

-Listing price hmmmm, how about 4

million dollars?!

SUPER ON BLACK: DAYS LATER

Bloop noise:

NERD

No way!

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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NERD (CONT’D)
-ahem hello, I saw your ad about

doing anything-

-ok I see-

-and I’m interested in traveling

through the multiverse?! Do I take

cash or check?!-

-I’ll take whatever you give me!

Bloop noise:

NERD:

Another reply! Wait a minute, King

Mickey?! pffft, like i’ll ever fall

for that one again, if it happens 8

times SHAME ON ME HE HE...

BACK TO SCENE:

4 INT. ROBOT CHICKEN UNIVERSE - DAY 4

SKEPTICAL RICK

Wait...backpage?!

NERD

Yeahhh, i’m the real reason it was

shut down. They tricked me...a lot

of times Rick-

SKEPTICAL RICK

hahahahaha, you got yourself

fucked...like how many times?!

NERD

Shame on me for thinking I could

find love, instead I get left out

in the rain...everytime.

SETH GREEN

tisk tisk, i don’t know this seems

a bit in poor taste. I kinda need

my Morty to be clean enough to not

become the next burt and ernie you

know? Are you saying you got raped

a bunch...or are you saying...you,

did the, nevermind forget I said

anything. The point is, you had us

all fooled!

(CONTINUED)
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NERD

...I’m the Nerd...from your show,

and you can’t recognize that!

SETH

...um...no?

SKEPTICAL RICK

Alright Morty what i’m hearing is

that this guy created you, then

that means he created that drunk

fuck you care so much about. Let me

guess, he’s the reason we look like

someone crapped out toys of

ourselves.

SETH GREEN

That would be me. I sent Morty here

to get your portal gun so I could

spy on my associate JourneyJay, for

I heard he was creating a

multiverse and by darnit only I can

have a multiverse!

Peter griffin enters, so does homer simpson, and bob from

bob’s burgers.

PETER

Hold it right there! I’ve got a

multiverse too!

BOB

Yeah me too!

HOMER

Yeah and me!

A pause. Skeptical Rick starts a slow clap.

SKEPTICAL RICK

bravo...you all forget that I’m the

one he needed. Me, the Rickster,

the head honcho, I’m the one that

actually travels the multiverse so

he needs me and my genius to get

anything done.

SETH GREEN

That’s why I paid Morty here a

fortune to eliminate you and take

your portal gun so I can rein

supreme.

(CONTINUED)
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The Nerd hits Skeptical Rick over the head with a rock.

Peter giggles:

PETER GRIFFIN

A rock...

NERD

What have I done!

ARC MANY TIMES AROUND NERD:

NERD

whhhhhhhy!

CUT TO:

5 EXT. PIXLY INC. - DAY 5

The head pixie appears with the security team, tattered and

disoriented.

HEAD PIXIE

This just won’t do. Something big

is going on.

He calls up a new security team.

HEAD PIXIE

Alright listen up boys, the

destruction of the universe is at

hand.

He begins to go over a detailed plan in mute while a

splitscreen slides in from the right side.

SPLITSCREEN: VERTICAL

6 RIGHT - NINJA PIXIE COUNCIL - DAY 6

The ninja pixies approach.

COUNCIL MEMBER

what is it?!

NINJA PIXIE

The oath we have to honor the

barrier, it is weakening! The time

came to offer wand as tribute, now

we are forced to sacrifice that

gift to harbor our plans.

(CONTINUED)
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COUNCIL MEMBER

Are the pixies onto us?! We must

act now if we’re to-

The wand reacts...

NINJA PIXIE

Oh no, get this back to JourneyJay

now!

A rush of assailants come bursting into the chamber. As one

speaks, the frame slides left into darkness, replaced by

another frame that slides in beyond that darkness:

ASSAILANT

Damn pixie ninjas thinking they can

keep hiding from us!

SLIDEFADE:

7 EXT. BETH’S HOUSE - CONTINUANCE OF EPISODE 001 7

A portal opens with a Mr. Poopybutthole exiting all shady

like. He approaches the door.

DING DONG!

A pause while we wait for the door.

Beth opens the door, and is shocked to see Mr.

PoopyButthole:

BETH

Omg it’s you-

MR. POOPYBUTTHOLE

Hey Beth, I just wanted to, you

know, come by and say that I feel

awful I never treated you like shit

or, you know, hurt you in any

way...at all.

I’ve been,

-wait hold on this is,

-I know you don’t think I should

apologise,

-Just please take all this money

it’s all I have, you deserve it

Beth, next time...you know next

time i’ll try to give you a bunch

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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MR. POOPYBUTTHOLE (CONT’D)
of unsolicited, hundreds apon

hundreds, thousands yeah thousands

of dollars a little later or

something, you know like a few

minutes late...who am I kidding I

can’t do that to you, i’ll always

be giving you cash you haven’t

earned because i’m Mr.

Poopybutthole and that’s just how I

am.

BETH

...You can go fuck yourself Mr.

Poopybutthole.

(Closes door while talking to

herself)

Damn being so nice what am I

supposed to do with that I mean

really.

MR POOPYBUTTHOLE

...Oh fiddlesticks! I should’ve

given her twice that oooooh now

i’ll never make things right. I’m

sorry Beth...so sorry!

Mr Poopybutthole leaves a postcard with a picture of himself

all fucked up and in the hospital that reads:

I’m so very sorry...

Fade Out.


